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“Inspiring, compelling, and necessary...an examination of the systems of power that...have
silenced women’s voices and contributions.” — Foreword Reviews * 5 Stars *
“...An eclectic and enlightening look at the stories of women often ignored by history...does an
excellent job of capturing readers’ attention.” — Kirkus Reviews
“...immersing yourself in this book will prove beneficial to your historical knowledge...a learning
tool for men and women alike with insightful information galore.” — San Francisco Book
Review * 5 Stars *
“...powerfully evocative text...and a unique, long-needed resource...” — Indiereader * 5 Stars *
“…an indispensable, brilliantly written call to action. Read the book and heed her call.”
—Melanne Verveer, Former US Ambassador for Global Women's Issues
“Fifty shades of genius – An elegant authoritative exploration of gender and society...”
—Lyse Doucet, OBE Award winning journalist, BBC's Chief International Correspondent
“…an essential contribution to illuminating the current social, economic, and political trends that are
squashing the potential of at least 50% of the human population.” —Scott Barry Kaufman, Author,
Professor of Psychology, Barnard College, Columbia University
“…a must-read book for everyone who wants to understand the roots and manifestations of systemic
gender discrimination in everyday life.” —Michelle King, Director of Inclusion, Netflix
“… an eye-opening wake-up call…that impacted my views of the world, as a man and a father,
as much as Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide. Any man
who doubts the overwhelming benefits of diversity and gender equality in life, business, and
politics needs to read this book.”
—Gregory Hogben, Author of My Daughter's Army, Advocate for Women’s Rights and
LGBT Equality
“…Nina Ansary has written one of this new decade’s most significant books that will inspire
every culture to understand the power of historical gender bias...” —Claudia Chan, Founder of
S.H.E. Summit & Author of This Is How We Rise
“Dr. Ansary is changing history -- and challenging today's world where women continue to be
marginalized...” —Kristy Wallace, CEO, Ellevate Network
“An impassioned appeal to accelerate the global movement for gender equality…challenges each
of us to spread the carpet of justice to unlock the potential of women everywhere.” —Bill
Clifford, President and CEO, World Affairs Councils of America

